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Abstract

The amalgamation of Pangea formed the contorted Variscan-Alleghanian orogen, suturing Gondwana and Laurussia during the Carboniferous. From all swirls of this orogen, a double curve stands out in Iberia, the coupled Cantabrian Orocline and Central Iberian Curve. The Cantabrian Orocline formed subsequent to Variscan orogeny (ca. 315-295 Ma). The mechanisms of formation for this orocline are disputed, with an Avalonian (Laurussia) indenter of south-westernmost Iberia; and a change in the stress field that buckled the orogen, as the most prominent. In contrast, the geometry and kinematics of the Central Iberian curve are largely unknown. Whereas some authors defend both curvatures are genetically linked, others support they are distinct and formed at different times. Such uncertainty adds an extra layer of complexity into our understanding of the final stages of Pangea formation. To solve these issues, we study the late Carboniferous kinematics of SW Iberia with paleomagnetism. Our results show up to 70° counterclockwise vertical axis rotations at late Carboniferous, coincident with the kinematics expected in the southern limb of the Cantabrian Orocline. These results discard a concomitant formation of both Cantabrian and Central Iberian curvature. The coherent rotation of both Gondwana and
Avalonian pieces of SW Iberia confirms the Greater Cantabrian Orocline hypothesis and discards the Avalonian indenter as a mechanism of formation for the Cantabrian Orocline. The Greater Cantabrian Orocline extended beyond the Rheic Ocean suture affecting both Laurussia and Gondwana margins and probably formed due to a late Carboniferous change in the stress field.

**Keywords:** Pangea, Variscan orogeny, Greater Cantabrian Orocline, Paleomagnetism, Central Iberian Curve

**Highlights:**

- Paleomagnetism indicates that SW Iberia rotated ~70° CCW during late Carboniferous
- The rotation is coeval and of the same magnitude to the Cantabrian Orocline
- The Central Iberian curvature had to form before, probably at early Carboniferous
- Indentation cannot explain the curvature and kinematics of the Cantabrian Orocline
- We confirm the Greater Cantabrian Orocline that affected Gondwana and Laurussia
1 Introduction

Most orogens show certain degree of curvature when observed in plan-view. These curves can range from minor deflections of orogen trend at a thrust scale (Izquierdo-Llavall et al., 2018) to bends affecting the entire lithosphere (Li et al., 2012). The mechanisms that form curved mountain belts like irregular collisions, changes in stress field, basin architecture; terrain wrecks, etc., are extremely varied (Marshak, 2004; Johnston et al., 2013). Therefore, and despite being widespread around the globe, curved mountain belts' kinematics and their geodynamic consequences remain mysterious and fascinating.

The Paleozoic era is dominated by the amalgamation of Pangea (e.g. Torsvik and Cocks, 2017), the latest continental superplate (Pastor-Galán et al. 2019). One of the Pangea-forming collisions, between Gondwana and Laurussia, (e.g. Stampfli and Borel, 2002; Stampfli, 2013; Domeier and Torsvik, 2014) formed the long and winding Carboniferous Variscan-Alleghanian orogen (Fig. 1). This contorted orogen has in Iberia its most prominent curves: the Cantabrian Orocline, to the north, and a Central Iberian Curve, to the south (Fig.1 and 2a). The Cantabrian Orocline draws a nearly 180º curvature running from Brittany (present day France), through the Bay of Biscay, into central Iberia. This orocline formed after the main Variscan deformation phases (310-295 Ma; e.g. Weil et al., 2019).

In contrast, the geometry and kinematics of the Central Iberian Curve are still under debate (e.g. Weil et al., 2019) (Fig. 1 and 2a). Largely due to the lack of constraints, the proposed mechanisms for the formation of both structures are contradictory. Some authors consider these two structures formed coevally as a coupled-orocline (e.g. Martínez Catalán 2011; Shaw et al., 2012). Other studies suggest that any vertical axis rotations in the Central Iberian Curve have to predate the formation of the Cantabrian Orocline (Pastor-Galán et al., 2016; Jacques et al., 2018a; Azor et al., 2019). Mechanisms suggested that are capable to explain the available data include: 1) A mid-to-late Carboniferous indentation of Laurussia into Gondwana at SW Iberia (Fig. 3) (e.g. Lorentz, 1976; Simancas et al. 2013); and 2) a post-Variscan change in the stress field due to plate reorganizations after Pangea amalgamation (e.g. Martinez-Catalan 2011; Gutierrez-Alonso et al., 2008a; Pastor-Galán et al., 2015b). Following this second scenario, Pastor-Galán et al. (2015a) hypothesized the
Greater Cantabrian Orocline that would have bent around a vertical axis the entire Variscan orogen, including a previously formed Central Iberian curve. This structure would trespass the main lithospheric scale structures and sutures, affecting both Gondwana and Laurussia margins.

In this paper, we investigate the kinematics of Iberia during the Late Carboniferous through paleomagnetic analyses in SW Iberia, which lacks such data (Fig. 2a). Paleomagnetism is the best tool available to study vertical axis rotations due to the independence of the Earth's magnetic field to the orogen structures (e.g. van der Boon et al., 2018; Rezaeian et al., in press). Paleomagnetism from SW Iberia is crucial to clarify (1) the relationship between both Cantabrian and Central Iberian curves, (2) the mechanism of formation of those orogenic curves and (3) their role within the frame of Pangea amalgamation. Our results show general ~70º counterclockwise (CCW) rotations in southwestern Iberia, coeval and of the same magnitude to the expected in the southern limb of the Cantabrian Orocline. Such rotations, rule out both a late Carboniferous indenter in SW Iberia and a coeval formation of both Cantabrian and Central Iberian curvature. Our results confirm the Greater Cantabrian Orocline hypothesis, which buckled both continental margins of Gondwana and Laurussia at the latest stages of the formation of Pangea.

2 Geological Setting

The Silurian collisions between Laurentia, Baltica and Avalonia (s.l.) formed Laurussia (e.g. Mac Niocaill et al., 2000; Domeier, 2016). From late Devonian, Laurussia, Gondwana, Siberia and some minor plates amalgamated into the supercontinent Pangea (e.g. Nance et al., 2010). One of the most striking relics of the formation of Pangea is the Variscan-Alleghanian orogen, the result of the final collision between Gondwana and Laurussia, which extends from Europe and northeast Africa to southern North America (Fig. 1). The collision began at late Devonian in eastern Europe and youngs westwards towards south North America, where it commenced at late ~325 Ma, coeval with the collapse of the European sector (e.g. Faure et al., 2009; Hatcher, 2010). This belt shows a variable trend with a succession of orogenic curves of all types (Fig. 1): The Bohemian curve (e.g. Tait et al., 1996), the coupled Cantabrian Orocline (e.g. Gutierrez-Alonso et al., 2012) and Central
Iberian curve (e.g. Aerden, 2004), the Atlantic Canada (e.g. O’Brien, 2012), Pennsylvanian and Alabama curves (e.g. Thomas, 1977).

2.1 The Variscan belt in SW Iberia

The Iberian massif contains an almost continuous cross section of the Variscan orogen (e.g. Lotze 1945, Julivert 1974, Ribeiro et al. 2007) (Fig. 2a). Geographically, the external zones of the Gondwana margin are nestled at the core of the Cantabrian Orocline, to the north, and the hinterland zones are to the west and center (Fig. 2a; e.g. Diaz Balda, 1995; Azor et al., 2019). Southwest Iberia hosts also a piece of the hinterland with a sector of the Central Iberian and Ossa Morena zones (Fig. 2b). Finally, southwestern-most Iberia contains a putative suture of the Rheic ocean, and a piece of the Laurussian margin fold-and-thrust belt, the South Portuguese Zone (e.g. Oliveira et al., 2019a) (Fig. 2a).

The orogen in Iberia shows multiple deformation, metamorphic and magmatic events (e.g. Martínez-Catalán et al., 2014; Azor et al., 2019): (1) An initial continent-continent collision began ca. 370-365 Ma together with high pressure metamorphism (e.g. Lopez-Carmona et al. 2014). (2) Between 360 and 330 Ma multiphase shortening phase (frequently referred to as D1), accompanied by barrovian type metamorphism (e.g. Dias da Silva et al., in press) and plutonism at ~340 Ma (e.g. Gutiérrez-Alonso et al., 2018). (3) An extensional collapse, so-called D2, at ~330-318 Ma, which formed core-complexes and granitic domes (e.g. Rubio Pascual et al. 2013; López-Moro et al., 2018). This event is coeval and genetically linked to the formation of a foreland fold-and-thrust-belt (e.g. Pastor-Galán et al., 2009). Lastly (4) a final shortening event (D3) occurred ca. 315-290 Ma, associated to the formation of the Cantabrian Orocline and accompanied by the general intrusion of mantle derived granitoids (e.g. Pastor-Galán et al., 2012a).

In SW Iberia, the aforementioned events are characterized by a sinistral component of deformation, which contrasts with the general dextral component recognized in most regions of the orogen (e.g. Martínez Catalán et al., 2011; Gutiérrez-Alonso et al., 2016). Late Devonian collisional structures (D1) formed NE-vergent recumbent folds in the southernmost Central Iberian Zone and SW-vergent folds and thrusts in Ossa Morena and
South Portuguese zones. This phase continued with an early Carboniferous transtensional event that extended variably the continental lithosphere (e.g. Pérez-Cáceres et al. 2015), developed deep basins and widespread sinistral shearing (e.g. Azor et al., 2019). Coevally an important extension-related magmatic event happened, perhaps assisted by a plume-type mantle (Simancas et al. 2006) or a slab break-off (Pin et al. 2008). After this event, a left-lateral transpressional event happened forming the shear bands to the north and south of Ossa Morena Zone (Fig. 2b), which accommodated the majority of the transcurrency. However, left-lateral displacements are observable all along Ossa Morena and South Portuguese Zones. Pérez-Cáceres et al. (2016) estimated over 1000 km of collisional convergence in SW Iberia, most of them corresponding to left-lateral displacements parallel to terrane boundaries.

The South Portuguese Zone constitutes the Laurussian foreland fold-and-thrust belt in the Iberian variscices (e.g. Pérez-Cáceres et al., 2017). Its three units are the Pulo de Lobo, Iberian Pyrite Belt and the Baixo Alentejo Flysch. Pulo de Lobo unit is a low metamorphic grade accretionary prism with clastic sedimentary rocks and basalts with MORB signature, formed ~380-370 Ma and indicating a (Rheic?) suture (e.g. Azor et al., 2019). The Iberian Pyrite Belt is world class volcanogenic massive sulfide deposit and consists of three formations: Phyllite and Quartzite formation (~390 to ~360 Ma); the Volcano-Sedimentary Complex (~360 to ~330 Ma); and the Culm turbiditic sequence of ~330 Ma of age (e.g. Oliveira et al., 2019a). The Volcano-Sedimentary complex shows alternation of bi-modal volcanic rocks and sedimentary levels (e.g. Oliveira et al., 2019a; 2019b). Overlaying it, the Baixo Alentejo Flysch at the southwest is a composite turbiditic sequence spanning from ~330 to ~310 Ma (Oliveira et al., 2019b). The South Portuguese Zone has a curved trend that roughly follows the Cantabrian Orocline with a varying strike from 160° (NW) to roughly 90° (E) (Fig. 2b). The zone shows no or low internal deformation and metamorphism, which increases northwards, towards the suture (Onezime et al., 2002; Pérez-Cáceres et al., 2016; Azor et al., 2019).

The boundary between the South Portuguese and Ossa Morena zones is a sinistral shear zone (Beja-Acebuches) that contains a strongly deformed amphibolitic belt with oceanic affinity (Munha et al. 1986, 1989; Quesada et al., 2019). This belt possibly represents relics
of the Rheic ocean, or a subsidiary seaway opened during transtension (e.g. Pérez-Cáceres et al., 2015; Quesada et al., 2019). To the west, the limit is marked by a series of igneous rocks including the early Carboniferous Toca de Moura basaltic complex (Gonçalves 1985, Santos et al. 1987, Santos et al.1990).

The Ossa-Morena Zone lies to the north of the suture, and is a distal platform of Gondwana (e.g. Arenas et al., 2016). It comprises an Ediacaran continental arc and Lower Paleozoic volcanic and sedimentary sequences (Eguiluz, 1987; Quesada, 1996, Sánchez-García et al., 2019). The Ediacaran arc contains volcanic, plutonic and shallow marine sedimentary rocks (e.g. Eguiluz 1987). Overlying the Ediacaran arc, a rift-to-drift Cambrian to Middle Ordovician sequence crops out with early Cambrian rift magmatism, iron-rich carbonates and volcano-sedimentary rocks (Liñan and Quesada, 1990; Sánchez-García and Quesada, 2001). Conformably over the rift-to-drift sequence, a ~7000 m series of mid-Ordovician to mid-Devonian passive margin siliciclastics with Gondwana affinity occur (Robardet and Dore 1988; Gutiérrez-Marco et al., 2019), followed by syn-orogenic turbidites (Sánchez-Garcia, 2003). Structurally, Ossa Morena behaves as a large-scale sinistral strike-slip duplex, formed during the early stages of the orogeny, and reactivated in later stages (e.g. Quesada & Dallmeyer 1994). During the Variscan orogeny, Ossa Morena underwent greenschists metamorphism.

The Central Iberian Zone is the largest in the Variscan Iberia and extends from northwesternmost of Iberia to the southwestern sector. In the SW, the contact between this zone and Ossa Morena is a sinistral shear zone (Badajoz-Cordoba) (Fig. 2a). Its stratigraphy starts with an Ediacaran to early Cambrian forearc turbiditic sequence, overlain by a passive margin Paleozoic sequence, spanning from Cambrian to Devonian times (Valladares, 2000). There are occurrences of Siluro-Devonian volcanic rocks (e.g. Gutiérrez-Alonso et al., 2008b), remarkably at the Almadén syncline, near its boundary with Ossa Morena. During the Variscan orogeny, the Central Iberian Zone underwent the formerly described D1, D2 and D3 deformation phases and Barrovian metamorphism (e.g. Diaz-Balda et al, 1995; Dias da Silva et al., in press).

2.2 Curvature in the Iberian variscides
The kinematic classification of orogen curvature distinguishes two end members (Weil and Susmann, 2004; Weil and Yonkee, 2009; Johnston et al., 2013; Pastor-Galán et al., 2017a): 1) Primary arcs, orogenic curves in plan view that pre-existed the main orogenic event, for example an embayment; 2) Secondary oroclines, are orogenic bends whose whole curvature is the product of bending/buckling the originally linear main orogen around a vertical axis (e.g. Eldrege et al., 1985). Progressive oroclines are all the orogenic curves whose curvature is only partially due to vertical axis rotations (e.g. Meijers et al., 2017).

The Cantabrian Orocline starts in Brittany and follows a near 180° change in strike through the Bay of Biscay, into the NW Iberian peninsula. There, it apparently turns back with an opposite sense curvature known as the Central Iberian curve (Figs. 1 and 2a). The Cantabrian Orocline is one of the most studied oroclines in the world (e.g. Weil et al., 2013; Murphy et al., 2016). Its curved geometry and structural style are well studied (e.g. Julivert and Marcos, 1973; Gutiérrez-Alonso 1996; Merino-Tomé et al., 2009; Pastor-Galán et al., 2012b, Shaw et al., 2016). Kinematically it has been constrained as a secondary orocline after extensive paleomagnetism (e.g. Hirt et al., 1993; Weil et al., 2000), structural geology (e.g. Kollmeier et al., 2001; Pastor-Galán et al., 2014) and geochronology (e.g. Gutiérrez-Alonso et al., 2011; 2015). The Cantabrian Orocline buckled a linear portion of the Variscan orogen around a vertical axis in a short period of time between 315 to 290 Ma, during D3 (e.g. Pastor-Galán et al., 2011; Fernández-Lozano et al., 2019). Paleomagnetic data from Ireland (Pastor-Galán et al., 2015a) show coeval clockwise rotations of similar magnitude as in the northern limb of the Cantabrian Orocline supporting the Greater Cantabrian Orocline hypothesis, in which the orocline formation would affect both Gondwana and Laurussia margins.

In contrast, the geometry and kinematics of the curvature to the South, the Central Iberian curve (e.g. Staub, 1927; Aerden, 2004; Figs. 1 and 2) are poorly known. This curve's geometry is under debate with three competing proposals (Aerden, 2004; Martínez Catalán, 2012: Shaw et al., 2012). The curvature is most obvious at the boundary between Galicia-Tras os Montes and Central Iberian Zones and to the SE of the Central Iberian Zone (Fig. 2a; Martínez-Catalán, 2012). Previously, most authors considered the >20° change in strike of the Iberian ranges (NE Iberia, Fig. 2a) part of the Central Iberian curve’s hinge (e.g.
Shaw et al., 2012), but recent studies proved a Cenozoic origin for such deflection (Calviñ et al., 2014; Pastor-Galán et al., 2018; Izquierdo-Llavall et al., 2018). The available late Carboniferous kinematic data from central Iberia do not allow for a coeval formation of both curvatures (e.g. Pastor-Galán et al., 2015b, Jaques et al., 2018a)(Fig. 2a). Late Carboniferous paleomagnetic data show no differential rotations between the limbs of the Central Iberian curve and general CCW rotations, compatible with the Cantabrian Orocline formation (e.g. Pastor-Galán et al., 2016) (Fig. 2a). Structurally, D3 deformation patterns around the Galicia-tras-Os-Montes Zone do not support differential vertical axis rotations during the late Carboniferous (Dias et al., 2016; Jacques et al., 2018b; Pastor-Galán et al., 2019; Dias da Silva, in press). Together, all these data-sets only allow a pre-320 Ma formation for the Central Iberian curve.

A plethora of mechanisms have been suggested to explain the formation of the Cantabrian Orocline (e.g. Weil et al., 2013; 2019). The only mechanisms proposed so far that can explain the secondary nature of the Cantabrian Orocline and perhaps the Central Iberian curvature are: (1) the indentation of Laurussia in SW Iberia (e.g. Lorenz et al., 1984; Simancas et al., 2005) (Fig. 3a) and (2) a change in the stress field during the late Carboniferous (e.g. Ries and Shackleton, 1976; Gutiérrez-Alonso et al., 2004) (Fig. 3b). The indenter model suggests that a promontory with Avalonian affinity, the South Portuguese Zone (Pérez-Cáceres et al., 2017), collided into Gondwana during the Carboniferous (Fig. 3a). The indenter would nucleate first the Central Iberian curve and later the Cantabrian Orocline (Simancas et al., 2013). The stress-change model, explains that at the late Carboniferous the stress field flipped from orogen perpendicular shortening to orogen parallel (e.g. Merino-Tomé et al., 2009; Murphy et al., 2016; Fig. 3b). Mechanisms suggested that could produce such change include a diachronous closure of the Rheic ocean (Pastor-Galán et al., 2015b), self-subduction of Pangea in the Paleotethyan realm (Gutiérrez-Alonso et al., 2008a), a Pangea B to Pangea A transition mega-shear (Martínez-García, 2013; Martínez-Catalán, 2011) or subduction roll-back of the Paleotethys (Pereira et al., 2015).

2.3 Previous paleomagnetism in SW Iberia
The only previous paleomagnetic study including the Ossa Morena and South Portuguese zones focused on the Beja Gabbroic Massif, Portugal (Perroud et al. 1985). Data shows varied inclinations and declinations in the gabbros and complex overprints elsewhere. The authors did not consider any structural corrections, assuming the gabbro was undeformed. Recently, Dias da Silva et al. (2018) showed that the area underwent strong deformation during the Carboniferous. The dataset is untrustable without knowing which corrections should be applied.

Paleomagnetic data from the northern and central sectors of the Central Iberian Zone show a widespread late Carboniferous remagnetization in sedimentary rocks, a primary magnetization in D2 granites (intruded ~320 Ma), and significant CCW rotations (Pastor-Galán et al., 2015b; 2016; 2017b; Fernández-Lozano et al., 2016) (Fig. 2a). Two previous studies identified a possibly different magnetization at Almadén syncline region, SE Central Iberian Zone (Perroud et al., 1991; Pares & Van der Voo, 1992) (Fig. 2a; 2c).

The Almadén syncline is a 30 km long and 15 km wide with ~100° trend structure (e.g Aller et al., 1986) (Fig. 2c). Its fold axis is horizontal through most of the structure, but becomes steeply plunging and conical in shape at its eastern periclinal closure (Vergés, 1983). The structure formed during D1 (Vergés, 1983) and underwent left-lateral transcurrency at D3 (Aller et al., 1986). This D3 transcurrency formed fragile-ductile shear bands and locally a rough cleavage (Aller et al., 1986; Palero-Fernández et al., 2014). A large amount of volcanic rocks are intercalated between the marine strata in its Silurian-Devonian stratigraphy, and hosts the largest concentration of mercury in the world (Palero-Fernandez et al. 2014). Both previous paleomagnetic studies in Almadén, by Perroud et al. (1991, Silurian Tuffs and Lavas) and Parés and van der Voo (1992; Ordovician flows and Devonian dolerites), identified two different magnetization components. The first component, so-called "I" or "B" (Perroud et al., 1991; Parés and van der Voo, 1992 respectively), is downwards, single polarity and shallow with declinations towards the E or SE, which demagnetizes up to 500° C and 40 mT (Supplementary File SF1-C). Both studies conclude this component is a late Carboniferous overprint with CCW rotations coeval with the formation of the Cantabrian Orocline (Pastor-Galán et al., 2015b).
The second component, "II" or "C" (Perroud et al., 1991; Parés et al., 1992 respectively), is also single polarity component, but points upwards with inclinations ca. -35˚ and declinations to the NE. This is a high temperature and coercivity component (400°C to 600°C and 40-100mT). Perroud et al. (1991) interpreted "II" as Silurian, since k (precision parameter) got slightly higher after a correction for eastern syncline's distinctly plunging axes. We are cautious about the procedure since they applied a unique axial plunge correction to all sites, even to those where the axis does not plunge whatsoever. In addition, the structural data of Almadén syncline do not allow for reconstructing the actual movement of the axis to its present-day plunge. Uncertain corrections in conical or plunging axis usually result into spurious rotations making paleomagnetic directions difficult to interpret (Pueyo, 2003; Pueyo et al., 2016). In addition, Parés and van der Voo (1992) found the same component in Devonian dolerites before applying any correction and hypothesize an early Carboniferous origin. The meaning of "II" or "C" component remains puzzling, although if acquired during a normal polarity chron (declination ~ 250°), it would indicate about 90° CW rotation at SW Iberia, supporting a pre-320 Ma vertical axis rotation origin for the Central Iberian curve (Fig. 2a).

3 Methods and Results

We collected 429 oriented standard cylindrical core samples (diameter = 2.5 cm) with a petrol-powered drill in SW Iberia. We targeted 15 sites with fresh outcrops, non-metamorphic and with little to no internal deformation. We retrieved a minimum of 10 samples (3 sites) and preferably >20 (11 sites), one site resulted too hard to drill and collected only 4 cores (BD02) (Fig. 2a).

We labeled as BD the sites from the volcano-sedimentary complex of the South Portuguese zone, and refer to this collection of samples as BD series. We sampled 8 sites (223 cores) in basic lavas and acidic tuffs (BD01, BD03, BD04, BD06-BD08), subvolcanic bodies (BD5), and Jaspers (BD02) along the orogen trend (Fig. 2b). JaIb series are all sites sampled in Ossa Morena Zone, where we recovered 114 cores at 5 different sites in Cambrian rocks near the limit with the South Portuguese Zone. We sampled Rheic ocean rift related volcanics (JaIb01-02), iron-rich limestones (JaIb04-05) and a Gabbroic intrusion, Cambrian
age (e.g. Cambeses et al., 2019) (Fig. 2b). Samples collected at Almadén Syncline constitute the QM series. We cored 90 samples at two sites: QM01 (31 cores), a Devonian dolerite at the core of the syncline which corresponds to the site AD01 from Pares and Van der Voo (1991); and QM02 (59 cores), Silurian tuffs and lavas previously sampled by Perroud et al. (1990, samples AM, AN, AO, AX and AY) (Fig. 2c). QM01 and QM02 correspond with the hinge and southern limb of Almadén syncline in an area with horizontal axis and no major structural complications (Fig 2c).

We performed rock magnetic (Fig. 4), AMS (Fig. 5) and paleomagnetic directional analyses (Fig. 6-10) to the sample collection at Paleomagnetic Laboratory 'Fort Hoofddijk', Utrecht University. Supplementary file SF1A contains a detailed outcrop description and Supplementary file SF2 the location. We also provide all rock magnetic data in the supplementary files SF3 and SF4, and paleomagnetic data and interpretation in SF5 and SF6 files (.col and .pub files from paleomagnetism.org, ; Koymans et al., in press), which are accessible through the persistent identifier [WRITE NUMBER HERE ONCE IT IS SET] of paleomagnetism.org.

3.1 Rock Magnetism

Thermomagnetic and micromagnetic analyses are useful to identify and understand the magnetic mineralogy and its magnetic history, as well as to select the best strategies for their stepwise demagnetization. We analyzed 19 samples, representative of our various lithologies. Thermomagnetic runs were performed with a modified horizontal translation Curie balance (Mullender et al. 1993) (Fig. 4; Supplementary File SF3A).

Many samples from BD series (South Portuguese Zone) show a paramagnetic curve with a drop in the magnetization between 500°C and 560°C, which evidences the presence of (Ti-)magnetite with a variable degree of Titanium substitution. BD01-35 (Fig. 4) shows a sharp drop between 660° and 680° C typical of hematite. BD02 (Sedimentary jasper, Fig.4) and BD06-12 (acidic tuffs) show a marked decrease of magnetization from 200° C to 400° C, and a later sharp decrease between 560°C and 580°C. BD06-5 shows a typical paramagnetic
curve with alteration at about 400-420° C indicating the presence of non magnetic sulfides (likely pyrite) (Supplementary File SF1-B).

JaIb series (Ossa Morena, Supplementary File SF1-B) show distinct magnetic behaviors. JaIb01 (red pillow lavas) shows a stable magnetization until 625°C followed by a sharp decrease up to 700° C, typical for hematite (Fig. 4). Curves of JaIb2 (spilite) and JaIb3 (gabbro, Fig. 4) show slight decay up to 560° C followed by a sharp decrease until 580°C, a classical behavior for magnetite. JaIb4 and JaIb5 (limestones) show a paramagnetic with sulfide alteration over 400 °C, likely pyrite, and a minor decay at ~580° C, indicating some magnetite. A second sample of JaIb05 also shows a curve similar to that of greigite (Fig. 4) (Dekkers et al., 2000).

In QM series (Almadén, Supplementary File SF1-B), both QM01 (dolerite) and QM02 (lavas and tuffs) show a paramagnetic curve. QM01 (Fig.4), shows alteration over 400 °C indicating the presence of non-magnetic sulfides (e.g. pyrite).

We obtained hysteresis loops with a Micromag AGFM 2900-02 apparatus (Fig. 4, Supplemental file SF3-B). The majority of the results of the micromagnetic analyses show a pseudo-single domain behavior (e.g. Fig. 4, BD02). BD01-35 (Fig.4) denotes hematite composition, which is coherent with the thermomagnetic analysis of this sample. Some sites (e.g. JaIb3 in Fig. 4) further show a nearly super-paramagnetic behavior. Some samples show an atypical behavior, which we consider to be failed measurements (e.g. Fig. 4, QM01).

3.2 Anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibility (AMS)

AMS is a very sensitive, non-destructive method to describe preferred orientations of mineral crystal axes, even in weakly deformed contexts (e.g., Borradaile, 2004; Pares, 2015). The AMS ellipsoid (k_{max}, long axis; k_{int}, intermediate axis; and k_{min}, short axis; Fig. 5) may work as a proxy for a deformation ellipse of a sample (Borradaile, 2004). We analysed a total of 169 samples with an AGICO MFK1-FA kappabridge (lowest detectable susceptibility change of 1x10-7 SI). We provide all AMS data files in Supplementary File SF4.
In BD series (South Portuguese), we analyzed sites BD01, 03, 04, 07 and 08 (Fig. 5). They show a magnetic susceptibility of \( \sim 10^{-4} \) SI and P ratios \( (k_{\text{max}}/k_{\text{min}}) \) below 1.12 (i.e. 12% anisotropy). All sites indicated a general tendency to oblate shape with the exception of BD04, which shows a quasi random fabric. Sites BD01 and BD03 show \( k_{\text{int}} \) and \( k_{\text{min}} \) elongated towards each other and perpendicular to the bedding plane (Fig 5). In sites BD07 and BD08, \( k_{\text{max}} \) and \( k_{\text{min}} \) elongate towards each other, along a non-bedding plane (Fig. 5).

We analysed all samples from JaIb series (Ossa Morena). JaIb1 (susceptibility 10^{-4} SI, P = 1.3) and JaIb2 (~10^{-3} SI, P = 1.14) show an oblate ellipsoid, in the case of JaIb1 with \( k_{\text{min}} \) perpendicular to the bedding plane (Fig 5). JaIb3 (gabbro) does not present a clear grouping of the anisotropy axes. JaIb4 (limestone) shows oblate ellipsoids but with a low anisotropy level with its short axis perpendicular to bedding (Fig. 5). Site JaIb5 results are varied with both oblate and prolate results and P values around 1.1. \( k_{\text{max}} \) coincides with the measured fold axis, \( k_{\text{min}} \) approximately coincides with the pole to bedding although it follows a follow a great circle with \( k_{\text{int}} \), perpendicular to the fold axis.

From QM series, QM01 (dolerite) shows low anisotropy in all samples (susceptibility 10^{-4} SI; \( P<1.012 \)) and oblate shape. The tuffs and lavas of QM02 show slightly higher anisotropy (susceptibility varies from 10^{-4} to 10^{-3}; 1.02<\( P<1.1 \)) with \( k_{\text{min}} \) is loosely clustered, but unparallel to the bedding pole. \( k_{\text{max}} \) and \( k_{\text{int}} \) are, similarly to QM01, dispersed indistinguishable in a great circle.

### 3.3 Paleomagnetism

We obtained paleomagnetic directions with two 2G-SQUID cryogenic magnetometers for both alternating field (AF) and thermal demagnetization methods (Tauxe, 2010). Thermal demagnetization was performed in 20-50°C steps from room temperature to complete demagnetization (Fig. 6). AF demagnetization was performed with a robotized magnetometer (Mullender et al., 2016) with variable field increments (4-10 mT) up to 100 mT. We pre-heated our limestone samples up to 150°C prior to AF demagnetization to remove the effect of high-coercivity but low-blocking temperature minerals that may add errors (van Velzen & Zijderveld, 1995). Principal component analysis (Kirschvink, 1980)
was used to calculate magnetic component directions from “Zijderveld” diagrams (Zijderveld, 1967) using Paleomagnetism.org (Koymans et al., 2016; Koymans et al., in press) (Fig. 6). We applied a fixed 45º cut-off to the VGP distributions of each site and used the Deenen et al. (2011) criteria to evaluate the scatter of VGPs (Fig. 8-10). In samples where the components are not fully resolved but follow a great circle path, we fitted a great circled instead. In such sites, we first identified any reliable component to subsequently fit great circle solutions (Fig. 6) following McFadden and McElhinny (1988) approach, combining great circles and linear best fits (Figs. 6-10). We provide a summary of the statistical parameters in table 1.

We analyzed the very low temperature/coercivity overprints in all sites and areas to scrutinize their origin. In most sites (only exceptions JaIb1, JaIb4 and JaIb5), this low temperature (20-200°C) and low coercivity (0-16 mT) overprint is equal to the present-day field, and we named that component PD (Supplementary file SF1C).

A recurring component occurs in 7 sites through BD and JaIb series. This component shows a reversed single polarity with very shallow inclinations and declinations towards the SSE. It clusters better before any tilt correction (dec/inc =160.6°/1.6; k = 23.6, α95 = 2.9, K =31.3, A95 = 2.5; Fig. 7, Table 1, Supplementary File SF1C). It demagnetizes between 240-560°C or 16-70 mT steps. Due to its consistency through sites and post-tilting character we have averaged all specimens (62) where we found it. The resulting component shares a common mean direction (Tauxe, 2010; Koymans et al., 2016) with the primary magnetization found in the neighbor El Viar Permian basin (named eP, for Early Permian, Fig. 7c.) (Weil et al., 2010). Hereafter we refer to this component as eP.

BD series show a shallow (between ~20º and -1º, Table 1), single polarity component with a varied E to SE trend (Between 95º and 125º; Fig. 8, Table 1). It unblocks from 240°C/16mT to full demagnetization. When occurring together with component eP, these samples usually contain a composite component that follows a great circle (especially in BD07, Fig. 8). This component clusters better between sites before any tilt correction, however, sites BD03 and BD04 cluster better after full tilt correction (Fig. 8, g and h). VGP distributions of this component are rounded in all sites, except for BD07, all passing the Deenen criteria
(Deenen et al., 2011) and with clustering (k) between 16.4 and 74 (Fig. 8 Table 1). Since this component is non uniformly rotated respect to eP, but show the same polarity and inclinations, we have denominated it "R" component (for Rotated). This component does not happen in BD08, which shows only eP component and BD02, whose 4 cores show a non compatible dec/inc = 13.8°/33.79°. Figure 8 and table 1 display the statistical parameters of BD series.

Jalb series show varied directions and results. Jalb1 shows a very elongated distribution that follows a great circle from present date field to a direction that was impossible to isolate, but that could resemble 'R' or 'eP' components (Fig. 9). Since we could not successfully isolate a direction from the distribution, we do not consider this site for interpretation or discussion. Jalb2 shows a shallow inclination, single polarity with declinations to the E that we consider the same as BD series' 'R' (Figure 9 and Table 1). In Jalb3 we could isolate both a present day (PD) and 'eP' components, which is the ChRM of this site.

In Jalb4 we could only retrieve a poorly clustered distribution around the SW quadrant of the stereonet in which clustering is only acceptable when we apply the 45° cut-off that arbitrary removes points that are visually part of the distribution. Inclinations and declinations are varied, from very shallow to very steep but always downwards, (Fig. 9 and Table 1). Finally, in Jalb5 we could identify a present day overprint (PD), as well as a set of scatter directions that we separated based on their magnetic mineralogy. All samples that unblock between 100°C and 350°C and 16-70 mT show a steep downwards average (Py component in Fig. 9 and Table 1). The rest of the directions show a really poor clustering (k = 5) with a possibly meaningless average around dec/inc=44.5/32.9 (Fig. 9 and Table 1). This is typically found between 100°C and 540°C and 12-60 mT. None of the latter pass a fold test (Supplementary file SF1-C). Due to the ambiguity, scattering and poor clustering of samples from the limestones of Ossa Morena we will exclude them from further interpretations.

The two sites of QM series gave insightful results with respect to previous studies. In QM01, we identified two components (Fig. 10). The first one is a well clustered single polarity, with moderately shallow inclinations and declinations to the ESE (Figure 10 and
This component shows the same declination and inclination to components "II" (Perroud et al., 1991) and "B" (Parés and van der Voo, 1992). It does not decay to the origin (Fig. 6) and demagnetizes between 200° to 520°C (thermal) and 20 to 60 mT (AF) steps. We refer to this component as R₁. Due to the presence of pyrite that alters to magnetite over 400°C, QM01 does not provide any interpretable results over 500°C (e.g., Fig. 6, QM01-27). Nonetheless, we could identify a component that demagnetizes from 60 mT to full demagnetization in AF. In general only 3 or 4 steps are part of this component, in many cases with very low linearity, and Maximum Deviation Angles (MAD) over 15 (Fig. 6; Supplementary File SF5). We fitted it to mimic the procedure of previous studies in Almadén to fully compare all datasets (Supplementary file SF1C). However, previous authors include also thermal demagnetization in their interpretations despite the presence of sulfides. Our component shows poor clustering (k=5), shallow inclinations with a single polarity and declinations to the ENE (Fig. 10; Table 1). We named this component R₂, but cannot assure the reliability of this component and recommend caution in further usage.

In QM02, we identified a component that again shows single polarity, NE declinations and shallow inclinations. This component shows an elongated VGP in declination, in contrast to the expected at low latitudes, but still passes Deenen criteria (Deenen et al., 2011) (Fig. 10 and Table 1). The component was isolated between 200°C to 520°C and 12-50 mT (AF). After 520°C there is a loss of linearity, which we attribute to the alteration. This component has a common true mean direction with R₂ of QM01 in geographic coordinates (Supplementary File SF1C) and does not pass a fold test (Fig. 10d). This component resembles the previously studied component "I" in the Silurian spilites and tuffs (our QM02; Perroud et al., 1991) and Component "C" Parés and van der Voo (1992) identified in the Devonian dolerite (our site QM01).

4 Significance of rock- and paleomagnetism

Thermomagnetic analysis and hysteresis loops show that the main magnetic carrier is (Ti-)magnetite in the majority of our sites from all BD, JaIb and QM series. We found hematite in some samples of BD01 and all of JaIb01 (Fig. 4). Thermomagnetic curves allowed us to identify the presence of pyrite in the BD06, JaIb4, JaIb5 and QM01. BD02, BD06 and JaIb5
shows a thermomagnetic curve that resembles greigite, especially due to the increase in magnetization after a 200°C cycle (Dekkers et al., 2000; Fig. 4). BD06 and JaIb5 contains also pyrite. In the case of JaIb5, one of its paleomagnetic components is consistent with greigite or pyrrhotite (component "Py"). However, BD02 is a sedimentary Jasper, with a strong red coloration, which suggests a total oxidation in Fe3+. The samples from this site do not show decay corresponding to pyrrhotite, nor GRM effect in AF corresponding to Greigite. Therefore, we think that a magnetization carried by maghemite is the most reasonable interpretation.

4.1 Anisotropy of the Magnetic Susceptibility

AMS in the BD series show in general terms a composite compaction-tectonic AMS fabrics (Fig.6). In BD01 and BD03, $k_{\text{min}}$ (roughly coincident with the pole to the bedding) and $k_{\text{int}}$ are elongated towards each other defining a great circle (Fig.6). This setting suggests an early development of composite compaction-tectonic fabric. BD07 and BD08, with oblate shape and $k_{\text{min}}$ perpendicular to the cleavage plane of the region (Trending to N110°) define a full tectonic AMS fabric. The close to vertical $k_{\text{max}}$ may indicate little load during deformation which would facilitate upwards extension instead of orogen parallel.

JaIb series show mostly composites fabrics with a clear compaction element. In JaIb1, JaIb2, JaIb4 and JaIb5, $k_{\text{min}}$ axis and $k_{\text{max}}$ are parallel to bedding poles and the local fold axes respectively. JaIb3 (gabbro) shows an isotropic fabric indicating little deformation.

We interpret QM series’ AMS as a tectonic fabric. In this case, $k_{\text{min}}$ is perpendicular to D3 shear fragile-ductile foliation, which varies even between sites (Aller et al., 1986). We could not observe any relic of a putative compaction fabric in the spillite and tuff sequences.

4.2 Paleomagnetism

At the SW-most of Iberia we have identified three main components of magnetization: PD, eP and R. We interpret PD component as a viscous remanent magnetization, with the direction of the present day field in Iberia. Component eP (in BD01, BD03, BD06, BD07, BD08, JaIb2 and JaIb3)(Figure 7a) has a single polarity and very shallow inclinations,
which implies its acquisition occurred at a time when Iberia was located at equatorial latitude. It is coherent regionally, showing no differential rotations, clusters far better in geographic coordinates (Figure 7b, Table 1), and shares a common mean direction with primary early Permian magnetizations in Iberia (Figure 7c; Weil et al., 2019). We interpret eP as a post-orogenic, early Permian component acquired during the Kiaman reverse superchron (314 to 264 Ma, Langereis et al., 2010), at a time when western Iberia was a stable plate segment.

Component R$_1$ (QM01) shows very similar inclinations and declinations to the components described in previous studies (Perroud et al., 1991; Parés & Van der Voo, 1992). Due to the single polarity, shallow inclinations and CCW rotations, both previous studies attributed this component to a late Carboniferous remagnetization. Pastor-Galán et al. (2015b) re-interpreted this component as a syn-Cantabrian Orocline remagnetization since the rotations were coherent with the Cantabrian orocline but lesser than the expected. We support such interpretation.

We identified component R$_2$ in both Devonian dolerites and Silurian volcanics (QM01 and 02 respectively). Our interpretation of R$_2$ in QM01 (Devonian dolerite) is somewhat bold, using the poorly linear and weak last 3-4 steps. Parés and van der Voo (1992) identified a similar component with a linear fit of three thermal steps in the same outcrop (500°, 550° and 600° C). Despite having much better thermal resolution (20°C steps from 500°C), we could not retrieve the component with thermal demagnetization, and instead got an alteration pattern (Fig. 6). Considering the presence of sulfides, we think that our AF data in QM01 is slightly more reliable than previous thermal demagnetization. Although it should be taken with care, our data in QM01 shows a common direction with R$_2$ in QM02. R$_2$ is also very similar to what Perroud et al. (1991) found in the Silurian Spillites before any correction. We found the same declination (62°) and the same inclinations in the sites they sampled previously. Perroud interpreted this component as Silurian in origin because of a potential better clustering after correcting for the eastern plunging axis of Almadén syncline. We sampled sites from the hinge and southern limb of the syncline where the axis is horizontal and tilt correction is straightforward, but R$_2$ does not pass a fold test (Fig. 10d). R$_2$ magnetization in Almadén is post-folding, and therefore post-Variscan D1 (post 340
Ma). We, therefore, consider R₁ and R₂ part of a general late Carboniferous rotated component, 'R' sensu lato (Fig. 11b).

Component R (s.l.) shows single polarity and shallow downwards inclinations, although slightly steeper than eP. We have corrected the tilt of BD03 and BD04 due to better clustering (Fig.7g), but especially to a far better inclination consistency. BD03 and BD04 inclinations before any tilt correction are too rotated to be post early Permian and too steep to be a post-variscan tilt magnetization (Pastor-Galán et al., 2016; Fig. 8h). Component R shows counter-clockwise (CCW) rotations of different magnitudes (from 20° in BD05 up to 70° in Jalb2) (Fig.11a) with respect to component eP. The rotation pattern implies differential vertical axis rotations within SW Iberia, which occurred during a protracted period of constant polarity, and prior to the magnetization of eP. In general terms we can define R as a post-deformation, shallow and single polarity magnetization that had to be acquired previously to 295 Ma (eP timing in Weil et al., 2013). This constrains R to ~314 to ~295 Ma acquisition, during Kiaman superchron.

5 Kinematic implications for the Variscan Belt

Timing of magnetization and counterclockwise rotations for Component R correspond to those observed elsewhere in the Cantabrian Orocline's southern limb (e.g. Pastor-Galán et al., 2011; 2015b; 2018). Structural and Paleomagnetic studies have shown that Western Iberia registered no major post-Variscan deformation and/or differential rotations events (e.g. Weil et al., 2019). Our eP component coincides with primary magnetization in the nearby El Viar basin and fits with the expected for stable Iberia during the Permian (Fig. 7; Weil et al., 2010). We used a Bootstrapped Orocline test applied to the Cantabrian zone (Pastor-Galán et al. 2017a; 2017b) to estimate the expected declination if our sites were part of the Cantabrian Orocline. The orocline test indicates the degree of differential vertical axis rotations underwent by differently striking orogenic segments. After plotting declination vs. strike, the best linear fit slope is 1 when all curvature is the result of orocline bending, and it is 0 if the curvature is not due to any vertical axis rotations (Schwartz and van der Voo 1983; Yonkee and Weil 2010; Pastor-Galán et al. 2017a). In the cases where the orocline test is well constrained on a multitude of datapoints, as the Cantabrian orocline test (Weil et
al. 2013), it is possible to infer the expected declination in a portion of the orocline knowing its strike. Following this procedure, we calculated reference declinations and uncertainties for all our sites assuming they were part of the southern limb of Cantabrian Orocline using the procedure of Pastor-Galán et al. (2017b). After that, we compared our R with both the expected declination and with our eP component, which marks the expected declination at the end of the rotations.

R components from sites BD01, 03, 04, 06, 07, JaIb2 together with R2 (QM01 and 02) show rotations in agreement with the expected for such strike in the south limb of the Cantabrian Orocline (Fig. 12). R component in BD05 and R1 in QM01 show less rotation than expected, and lie between such expected and the eP component. We interpret these components acquired their magnetization during the rotations that lead to Cantabrian Orocline formation. Therefore, they registered only a fraction of the rotation instead of the whole, in a similar fashion to the process described in Pastor-Galán et al. (2016; 2017b).

Our results show that the South Portuguese, Ossa Morena and the south Central Iberian zones rotated up to 90º CCW during the late Carboniferous-early Permian. At the South Portuguese Zone, rotations vary together with the strike of the orogen and with the same magnitude, implying differential vertical axis rotations and orocline bending (Fig. 10a; e.g. Schwartz and van der Voo 1983). Such result is in concordance with previous paleomagnetic studies to the north (Weil et al., 2013; Fernández-Lozano et al; 2016; Pastor-Galán et al., 2015b; 2016; 2017a; 2018), proving that most of Iberia, except the northernmost, comprise the southern limb of the Cantabrian Orocline (Fig. 2a). Altogether, paleomagnetic results from Iberia rule out a the Central Iberian curve as a coeval orocline to the south of the Cantabrian Orocline, which would require opposite sense (CW) late Carboniferous vertical axis rotations.

The sense and magnitude of the vertical axis rotations observed in SW Iberia imply that the Avalonian segment of Iberia (South Portuguese Zone) moved together with the southern limb of the Cantabrian Orocline. A reconstruction of the movement implied by paleomagnetism makes this unit parallel to the general trend of the Variscan orogen before the orocline bending. Such kinematic constraints discard the Laurussian rigid indenter into
Gondwana as the mechanism forming the Cantabrian Orocline (Simancas et al., 2013). This leaves the change in the stress field, from orogen perpendicular to orogen parallel compression, as the only plausible scenario to explain our present day datasets (e.g. Gutiérrez-Alonso et al., 2004; 2008a). At the same time, paleomagnetism from SW Iberia corroborates that the Cantabrian Orocline extended to both Gondwana and Laurussia in its northern and southern limbs, confirming the Greater Cantabrian ocoline hypothesis (Pastor-Galán et al., 2015a) (Fig.13).

Our results do not support significant sinistral movements in SW Iberia during the formation of the Cantabrian Orocline. Geochronological data from the sinistral shear zones (Dallmeyer & Quesada, 1994) indicate such movement happened previous to ~315 Ma, when our paleomagnetic constraints begin. Although kinematic evidence is still scarce, we think orogen parallel transport can successfully explain the formation of an early Carboniferous curved structure in Central Iberia and the left-lateral movements in SW Iberia. Structural data in the Central Iberian Zone suggest a D1 (early Carboniferous) origin for the Central Iberian curve (Pastor-Galán et al., 2019b; Azor et al., 2019; Dias da Silva et al. in press). Dias da Silva et al. (in press) defended that Galicia Tras-os-Montes is an early Carboniferous thin-skinned extrusion wedge that moved orogen-parallel. This movement would have formed the Central Iberian curve, possibly restricted to the surroundings of Galicia Tras-os-Montes Zone. In a similar fashion but at both margins scale, Murphy et al. (2016) suggested that an oblique or irregular collision between Gondwana and Laurussia was responsible for early Carboniferous extrusion of different blocks in SW Iberia. This movement could explain the pre-Cantabrian Orocline left-lateral movements observed in SW Iberia.

Figure 13 sketches a simplified kinematic model for the evolution of the Greater Cantabrian Orocline that affected both Gondwana and Laurussia margins, from a roughly linear orogen (Fig. 13a) to its present shape (Fig. 13d). Following the available data (e.g. Weil et al., 2019) we suggest that the vertical axis rotation initiated between 315-310 Ma (Fig. 13a). With the protracted orogen-parallel shortening, the orogen began to buckle around a vertical axis. Dextral shear zones with some sinistral conjugates, shortening (especially at the core) and vertical axis rotations accomodated the deformation (Fig.13b). The magmatism that
accompanied the formation of the Cantabrian Orocline (Gutiérrez-Alonso et al., 2011; Pereira et al., 2014) caused pervasive remagnetizations which recorded intermediate-rotation directions, such as R1 in Almadén, or BD05 in the South Portuguese Zone (Fig. 13c). At early Permian, the deformation can no longer be accommodated through vertical axis rotations (Weil et al., 2010; Pastor-Galán et al., 2011), forming crustal scale NE-SW faults (Fernández-Lozano et al., 2019).

The amount and quality of the kinematic observations indicating a secondary origin for the Greater Cantabrian Orocline are difficult to dispute. The Greater Cantabrian Orocline extended for at least ~1000km wide and ~2000km length limbs, through two continents and several major lithospheric scale structures. The Greater Cantabrian Orocline, including most Avalonia s.l. into it, surpasses all its traditional limits: the crustal scale shear zones in the Variscan hinterland (Weil et al., 2013, Gutiérrez-Alonso et al., 2016) and the Rheic Ocean suture (Ribeiro et al., 2007; Weil et al., 2010; Martínez Catalán, 2011). At the same time, the formation of the structure requires well over 1000 km of extension and shortening in a relatively short period of time. Structures accommodating convergence and extension, including large shear zones (like the Guadalquivir shear zone, in figure 13), crustal scale detachments and/or subduction zones are yet to be described. Potential areas accommodating shortening include the Picos de Europa (Merino-Tomé et al., 2009), Pyrenees and other areas in southern France or Italy (Pereira et al., 2014). Extension, however, is elusive. Sandovar et al., 2019 found that Atlantic conjugate margins of Iberia and Newfoundland were already extended at Triassic, before the extension leading the opening of the Atlantic. This is, perhaps, a plausible candidate place to have accommodated part of the extension.

Finding a mechanism causing the necessary far-field stress change to form such structure remains challenging. Most proposed models slightly modify previous plate reconstructions (Stampfli and Borel, 2002; Torsvik et al., 2012) relying on the basis of a smaller scale oroeline (Gutiérrez-Alonso et al., 2004; 2008a; Johnston and Gutierrez-Alonso, 2010; Weil et al., 2010; Pastor-Galán et al., 2015b). The formation of a Greater Cantabrian Orocline questions not only the mechanisms proposed for its formation, but challenges the existing late Carboniferous plate reconstructions (e.g. Stampfli et al., 2013, Domeier and Torsvik,
2014). It also adds an interrogation to one of the main assumptions in plate tectonics, plate rigidity (Gordon, 1998, Torsvik et al., 2012).

6 Conclusions

- We found two magnetization events in SW Iberia, components eP and R. Component eP is a shallow single polarity component, coincident with early Permian pole of Iberia. We interpreted as an early Permian remagnetization. R is also a shallow, but less than eP, single polarity component. We interpreted it was acquired previously to eP but during the Kiaman superchron, with a prospective age of ca. 315-295 Ma. This component show between 30° and 70° counterclockwise rotations compared to eP component.

- Counterclockwise rotations are coeval and of the same magnitude to the observed in the southern limb of the Cantabrian Orocline. We support that all SW Iberia was part of the southern limb of the Cantabrian Orocline. Following this and previous results in Central Iberia, we conclude that the Central Iberian curve is not coeval nor genetically linked to the Cantabrian oroiline.

- Kinematics of SW Iberia imply the South Portuguese Zone (of Laurrusian affinity) rotated together with the rest of the Cantabrian oroiline. Therefore, we rule out a South Portuguse rigid-indenter as a buckling mechanism of the Cantabrian Orocline.

- The rotations involved in the formation of the Cantabrian Orocline trespassed the Rheic suture and several lithospheric scale structures both in its northern and southern limb confirming the hypothesis of a continental scale Greater Cantabrian Orocline.
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Captions

Fig. 1 - Simplified paleogeography of the winding Variscan-Alleghanian belt at pre-Pangea break-up times. In yellow, terranes with Gondwana affinity. In red tones, terranes with Laurussia affinity. Present day European Variscan outcrops are darker. (Modified after Martínez-Catalán et al., 2009).

Fig. 2 - A) Variscan zonation in Iberia and available Permo-Carboniferous paleomagnetic data. e. (1) Weil et al., 2013 and references therein; (2) Fernandez-Lozano et al., 2016; (3) Pastor-Galán et al., 2018; (4) – Pastor Galán et al., 2016; (5) Osete et al., 1997; (6) Pastor-Galán et al., 2015b; (7) Pastor Galán et al., 2017; (8) Perroud et al., 1991 and Parés & Van der Voo, 1992; (9) Edel, 2014; (10) Weil et al., 2010; (11) Calvin et al., 2014 ; (12) Van der Voo et al., 1969; (13) Perroud et al., 1985. B - Simplified structure of the South Portuguese and Ossa-Morena zones and sampling sites C - Geological map of the Almadén syncline (Central Iberian Zone) with our sampling sites and those of Perroud et al. (1991), and Parés et al. (1992).

Fig. 3 - Kinematic sketch explaining the expected paleomagnetic data after: A) a collision of a rigid indenter, which would causes differential vertical in the indented block but not in the indenter B) An orocline bending/buckling involving two continental blocks, where all rotations have the same magnitude and are coeval.

Fig. 4 - Representative thermomagnetic curves and hysteresis loops of the different lithologies sampled. BD01-35 (spilites and Tuffs) show a magnetization drop at 580°C, and hysteresis loop characteristic of hematite; BD02 (sedimentary Jasper) shows a maghemite thermomagnetic curve with pseudo-single domain loop; JaIb1 (wine-colored pillow lavas) show the main magnetic carrier is hematite, and an overcorrected hysteresis loop. JaIb3 shows a strong decay in magnetization between 540°C characteristic of magnetite, with a near superparamagnetic hysteresis loop. QM01 (dolerite) shows the presence of pyrite oxidation effect starting at 420°C, and a failed micromagnetic measurement.

Fig. 5 - Anisotropy of Magnetic Susceptibility results for South Portuguese Zone, Ossa-Morena Zone and Almadén Syncline. See text for details.
Fig. 6 - “Zijderveld” diagrams and great circle fitting. Solid points represent projection in the horizontal plane, open points the vertical plane.

Fig. 7 - Component eP. (a) Virtual Geomagnetic Poles (VGP) and Equal area projection of all directions obtained for component eP. (b) Negative tilt test for all eP component (c) Positive common true mean direction test between our eP component and El Viar Permian basin primary magnetization (Weil et al., 2010).

Fig. 8 - (a) to (f) Virtual geomagnetic pole (VGP) projection (left) and equal area projection (right) of component R from the South Portuguese Zone. Grey circle in the VGP projections show the limit of a 45˚ cutoff. (g) Positive tilt test for sites BD03 and BD04 (h) Tilt test for component R with BD03 and BD04 permanently corrected. It shows better clustering before tilt correction of the rest of BD series.

Fig. 9 - (a) to (f) Virtual geomagnetic pole (VGP) projection (left) and equal area projection (right) of components observed in the Ossa Morena Zone excluding eP and present day overprints (in Fig. 7 and SF1-C). Grey circle in the VGP projections shows the limit of a 45˚ cutoff.

Fig. 10 - (a) to (c) Virtual geomagnetic pole (VGP) projection (left) and equal area projection (right) of component R observed in the Almadén syncline. Grey circle in the VGP projections show the limit of a 45˚. (d) Negative fold test for component R$_2$.

Fig. 11 - (a) Declinations and parachute of confidence (ΔDec) of component R in the South Portuguese and Ossa-Morena Zones. Small red arrow shows the eP component declination.(b) Compilation of all paleomagnetic declination in the Almadén syncline. Green arrows indicate the pre-orocline directions of component R$_2$ (this study), II (Perroud et al., 1991) and C (Parés et al., 1992). Orange Arrows indicate syn-orocline formation components: R$_1$ (this study), B (Parés & Van der Voo., 1992) and I (Perroud et al., 1991).

Fig. 12 - Plot showing the observed paleomagnetic datasets for R component with their average declination and parachute of confidence (ΔDec, solid color); the eP parachute of confidence (empty and outlined in red); and the expected declination (empty parachute,
outlined in green), if each site rotated together the southern limb of the Cantabrian Orocline. We followed the procedure of Pastor Galán et al., (2017b).

Fig. 13 - Cartoon depicting the kinematic and paleomagnetic evolution of the Greater Cantabrian Orocline between ~310 and ~295 Ma. A) ca. 310 Ma - A roughly linear Variscan orogen (N-S in present day coordinates) showing all pre-orocline declinations. At this time Cantabrian Orocline begun to bend/buckle, perhaps due to a change in the stress field (e.g. Gutiérrez-Alonso et al., 2008). B) Ca. 307 - While the Cantabrian orocline buckled a series of major dextral and sinistral shear zones develop to accommodate part of this rotation (e.g. Gutiérrez-Alonso et al., 2016). Pervasive remagnetizations (orange arrows) occurred during the entire period (e.g. Pastor-Galán et al., 2017b), possibly due to the widespread magmatism in the Central Iberian Zone (e.g. Gutiérrez-Alonso et al., 2011) C) Ca. 303- The protracted buckling event also bent the shear zones. D) ca. 295 - Permian paleomagnetism indicates that no further vertical axis rotations occurred from this time (red arrows).

Table 1 - Statistics of paleomagnetic data. N Number of specimens that pass the cutoff. Ns number of specimens demagnetized, Dec - mean declination, Inc - mean inclination, k - precision parameter of directions, α95 - fisherian 95% confidence cone on directions, K - precision parameter of the poles, A95 - fisherian 95% confidence circle on poles, A95min and A95max describe the minimum and maximum values of A95 allowed to consider the average representative, λ - paleolatitude.
Supplementary Files

SF1 PDF document that contains extra information to help replicating results. A) Detailed site description and field photographs showing outcrop quality B) Supplemental rock magnetic analysis from every site with descriptions in each figure C) Supplemental figures about the components and fold-tests with their respective description.

SF2 Google Earth .kml file with the site locations.

SF3 Raw data files of our AMS and rock magnetism analyses. A) .ams files for Anisotropy of Magnetic Susceptibility. B) .hys files with data of micromagnetic data. C) .csv data with raw and results data for the thermomagnetic curves.

SF4 .col files for each site with the raw data and paleomagnetic interpretations. Files can be read with the open source and online paleomagnetism.org (v2.0 and onwards; Koymans et al., in press). These files contain the raw demagnetization data, our PCA fitting for each component identified in each site. The files also include lithology, bedding and site coordinates as metadata.

SF5 .pub files, that contain the interpreted components of each site and the statistical filters applied. Files can be opened with paleomagnetism.org (v2.0; Koymans et al., in press).

Supplementary Table 1 - Orogen strike measurements (with Von Mises uncertainty) and average of each site for application in the orocline test. Declinations calculated using the orocline test following Pastor-Galán et al. (2017b).

Supplementary Table 2 - Expected declination of each site, if part of the southern limb of the Cantabrian orocline, vs observed declination. The expected declination was calculated recurring to orogen trend measurements (fold axes strike) following Pastor-Galán et al. (2017b).